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Abstract 
Scheduling in cloud computing is a system which is utilized to enhance general 
execution time of the job. A good scheduling algorithm can help in load balancing as 
well. Scheduling in cloud could be possible in three territories i.e. scheduling jobs 
within the virtual machine, Scheduling Virtual Machine on the host, and scheduling 
jobs to the Virtual Machine. 
 
The last scheduling i.e. scheduling the cloudlets to the virtual machine is 
implemented on both static and dynamic environments in this thesis. In this the jobs 
are intelligently scheduled to the best possible virtual machine so that the overall 
execution time can be reduced. The outcome proves that the proposed algorithm 
gives better result in comparison to the already used sequential algorithm. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
Cloud computing is the conveyance of figuring administrations over the Internet. Cloud 
administrations permit people and organizations to utilize programming and equipment 
that are overseen by outsiders at remote areas. Illustrations of cloud administrations 
incorporate online file storage, social networking sites, web-mail, and online business 
applications. The cloud computing model permits access to data and PC assets from 
anyplace that a system association is accessible. Cloud computing gives an imparted pool 
of assets, including information storage room, systems, PC processing power, and 
particular corporate and client applications.  
This administration can tackle numerous issues, for example:- 
 Organizations require not to purchase the entire arrangement of servers. They can 
simply have administrations from the administration suppliers. It’s easy to handle 
as many responsibilities are given to cloud provider. 
 It's anything but difficult to handle the same number of obligations are given to 
cloud supplier.  
 It serves best for the flexible applications (Applications which scale very fast 
for example - Facebook) 
Scheduling the jobs in cloud is an enormous test these days. As though jobs i.e. Cloudlets 
[1] are booked legitimately then the general execution time can be decreased essentially. 
Yet, Scheduling is a NP Hard issue so it is vital to apply a few heuristics to get best result 
commonly.  
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Cloud computing is the fate of innovation said by different CEO of IT industry. It deals with 
the rule that the client must pay agreeing the time for which it is utilizing the assets from 
different cloud suppliers. It is no doubt understood that it is not simple to handle 
extensive assets. It is excessive regarding cash too. So Cloud Computing is the best 
response to these testing issues. 
Cloud computing is answer to each issue confronted by numerous Industries which are 
specifically or in a roundabout way identified with the Information Technology. This field is 
becoming unfathomably the same number of the huge players in the Information 
Technology field like Microsoft, Google, Amazon, SAP are  contributing a ton  of cash to get 
enhanced results. They feel that it is the eventual fate of innovation. 
 
1.2    Cloud Computing Architecture 
The Cloud Computing structural scheduling takes a shot at a layered methodology. It has a 
few on-screen characters like Cloud Consumer, Cloud Provider, Cloud Auditor, Cloud 
Broker, and Cloud Carrier. The mix of every one of these performing artists makes the 
building design of Cloud Computing [3].It is an exceptionally boundless region that is the 
reason it is not straightforward how everything is going on but rather this reference 
construction modelling gives an extraordinary review. 
 
 
Figure1.1: Cloud Computing Architecture 
(adapted from [1]) 
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Every on-screen character assume a huge part in the cloud computing working model. 
They need to have influence to get the job done and fulfil the client [1].  
The diverse cloud buyers are characterized underneath:- 
Cloud Consumer 
Cloud Consumers are the performers which expends the administrations gave by the cloud 
supplier. They can specifically profit administrations from the suppliers or they can contact 
the cloud merchant to get the administrations. They will pay as per the time for which they 
have the administrations from the supplier [4]. They can have distinctive administrations 
like SaaS, Paas, Iaas. 
Cloud Provider 
Cloud Provider are the performing artists which gives the administrations to the 
purchasers. The administrations can be SaaS, PaaS, IaaS. The huge players like google, 
amazon and so forth have the capacity to give Infrastructure as an administration. Else all 
other little players are just dealing with giving SaaS or to the some degree PaaS. The Cloud 
Provider likewise charges the cash as per the time for which the administrations are 
benefitted by the buyers. 
In SaaS administration cloud gives the customers to host the administration i.e the 
product at their end (on their assets). This helps the purchasers for not to purchase the 
assets to run the product. All the security perspectives are additionally taken care of by 
the suppliers itself.  
In PaaS the supplier gives a toolbox to the customers like distinctive IDE or SDK to 
order their product and host them on the supplier’s assets [5]. This helps the purchaser to 
have a reasonable control over the assets gave by the Cloud Provider.  
In IaaS the shopper has the aggregate control over the assets gave by the Cloud 
Provider [6]. The low level programming could be possible in IaaS. A percentage of the 
issues like reaction time, memory use and Disk Access can undoubtedly be tended to 
utilizing IaaS as an administration.  
 
Cloud Auditor 
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Cloud Auditor is the performer which deals with all the evaluating and bookkeeping parts 
of the entire cloud computing situation [7]. In the event that any kind of contention 
happen as far as valuing then it is determined by Cloud Auditor [8].  
 
Cloud Broker 
Cloud Broker is the performer which acts in the middle of the Cloud Consumer and Cloud 
Provider [9]. It helps the clients to pick the proficient and the best cloud supplier. It 
assumes an extremely basic part in arranging the arrangement between the supplier and 
buyer. In the event that any sort of contention happens then that contention is determined 
by the Broker [10].  
 
Cloud Broker gives benefits in the accompanying way:-  
 Service Inter-mediation It goes about as a middle in giving 
administrations from supplier to the customer. 
 Service Aggregation it consolidates the administrations gave by 
distinctive Cloud Providers and afterward conveys those 
administrations to the Cloud Consumers. 
 Service Arbitrage it improves the administrations gave by the cloud 
supplier and afterward give that as a support of the distinctive 
Cloud Consumers [11]. 
Cloud Carrier 
Cloud Carrier is simply a medium through which the cloud administrations are given. It is 
essentially the association supplier for instance airtel, MTNL, BSNL, Vodafone and so forth 
[12]  
1.3 Division of Thesis 
Chapter 1 gives the introduction of the theory and brief introduction about the project. 
Chapter 2 states the Review of related work &Motivation. Chapter 3 briefs the proposed 
work. Chapter 4 shows the results & implementation. Chapter 5 gives the conclusion. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
Cloud computing is still another zone of exploration so very little has been done in this field 
as of not long ago. Yet at the same time I have checked on a percentage of the exploration 
papers and books to increase some foundation and enhance the officially created 
Scheduling algorithms till now. This field is developing quickly in the later past so the 
measure of examination going on is concentrated. 
2.1 Review of related work 
 
The analysts of this paper did a study on the effectively created and characterized load 
balancing algorithms [23]. They gave an itemized diagram of the effectively characterized 
load balancing algorithms. As we realize that load balancing and scheduling are by one 
means or another related in the field of cloud computing consequently I am characterizing 
this paper as a piece of my postulation in the Literature Overview segment. As indicated by 
the creators of this paper the load balancing algorithms are of two sorts' i.e. static load 
balancing algorithms and dynamic load balancing algorithms. The static load balancing 
algorithms are those which don't alter or change states at runtime yet dynamic load 
balancing algorithms unquestionably do that at run time. As we all realize that the in Cloud 
Environment new assets continue including and the general structure of the cloud continue 
changing hence static load balancing algorithms don't assume an enormous part. To adapt 
up to the changing cloud environment the dynamic load balancing algorithms assume a 
huge part. This paper additionally characterized the difficulties behind the load balancing in 
cloud environment. 
A percentage of the fundamental reasons are:-  
Spatial Distribution of the Cloud Nodes As we realize that cloud is a dispersed framework 
subsequently the cloud hubs are spatially appropriated over the topographical areas along 
these lines it turns into an incredible test for the creators of load balancing algorithms to 
outline the algorithms remembering the land area of the hubs. The Fault Tolerance must 
be considered.  
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Capacity/ Replication to enhance the adaptation to internal failure of the framework 
information replication is the route we to go. It is not simple to oversee such an immense 
measure of information. This tremendous measure of information putting away is not 
simple and getting it additionally exceptionally troublesome. Thusly, it is essential to deal 
with this immense measure of information legitimately to give satisfactory measure of 
administration. 
Algorithm Complexity If the multifaceted nature of the algorithm is more than the general 
turnaround time will most likely increment. Subsequently it is critical for the load balancing 
algorithm planners to do a fitting exchange off between the algorithm many-sided quality 
and the general unpredictability of the application. 
Point of Failure If Cloud is utilizing the brought together approach then one purpose of 
disappointment turns into an enormous test subsequently the answer for this issue is that 
the structural scheduling of cloud must get to be decentralized. 
In this paper the researchers presented another kind of scheduling algorithm which is 
known as Meta Scheduling algorithm [24]. In this paper they isolated the jobs into four 
unique classes i.e. short tight, short wide, long thin and long wide. With this division they 
set the need more to the shorter jobs in such a path, to the point that they don't need to 
trade off with the longest end time of the bigger job. 
In the event that we see in an alternate manner this takes a shot at the standard of slag 
time. They will slag the longest job to the greatest degree and afterward they will postpone 
its transforming as needs be. It is critical that starvation does not and that is the primary 
objective of the algorithm thusly they don't defer the job more than there slag time. 
This exploration work the scientists studied the effectively created and utilized scheduling 
algorithms [24]. As we realize that cloud computing uses the effectively characterized and 
utilized conventions and algorithms yet as a part of a totally diverse way which surely an 
alternate construction modelling hence a hefty portion of these Scheduling algorithms 
which are utilized here are as of now being utilized as a part of operation framework.  
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2.1SchedulingAlgorithmComparison 
The above figure demonstrates the distinction among the few Scheduling algorithms. It 
recognizes them on the premise on Scheduling algorithm, scheduling system, Scheduling 
parameter, scheduling component, discoveries and nature. As we realize that cloud 
computing uses the effectively characterized and utilized conventions and algorithms yet 
as a part of a totally diverse way which in fact an alternate structural scheduling 
subsequently large portions of these Scheduling algorithms which are utilized here are now 
being utilized as a part of operation framework. As indicated by the creators of this paper 
the Scheduling algorithms are of two sorts' i.e. static scheduling algorithm and dynamic 
Scheduling algorithm. The static scheduling algorithms are those which don't alter or 
change states at run-time yet dynamic Scheduling algorithms doubtlessly do that at run 
time. As we all realize that the in Cloud Environment new assets continue including and the 
general structure of the cloud continue changing along these lines static load balancing 
algorithms don't assume an enormous part. To adapt up to the changing cloud 
environment the static scheduling algorithms assume a huge part. On the off chance that 
we nearly perceive the above characterized Scheduling we ran over a conclusion that each 
algorithm performs better in a predefined situation. 
 
The researchers of RSDC Paper did bunches of work and enhanced PPDD (Processor-set 
Partitioning and Data Distribution Algorithm) algorithm which focuses on scheduling in 
VMs [17]. 
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Scheduling parameter of this algorithm is Processing Time. 
 It is utilized to lessen preparing time. 
 It is proficient for load balancing. 
2.2 Motivation 
 The job Scheduling issue in cloud computing situations is of more significance 
because of its prerequisite in different applications.  
 Efficient Scheduling algorithms as far as turnaround time are vital. 
 The existing algorithms over virtual machines are widely available in the literature 
 However, most of the algorithms are static in nature. 
 Dynamic scheduling of jobs are necessary particularly for real time system 
environment where the jobs need to be schedules as soon as they arrive to a data 
center. 
 Criteria needs to be distinguished with a specific end goal to calendar the jobs 
proficiently. 
2.3 Objective  
Propelled by the prerequisite of enhanced job Scheduling algorithm in cloud environment, 
the accompanying targets were attempted:  
 To enhance the turnaround time in cloud computing scheduling algorithms 
 To compare with existing algorithms. 
 To implement the proposed algorithm IRSDC using language C++ and standard 
simulator CLOUDSIM. 
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Chapter 3  
3.1 Proposed Work 
Scheduling in cloud computing is a procedure which is utilized to enhance the general 
execution time (make compass) of the jobs. A decent Scheduling algorithm can help in 
burden adjusting also. Scheduling in cloud could be possible in three territories i.e. 
Scheduling jobs inside the virtual machine, Scheduling Virtual Machine on the host, and 
Scheduling jobs to the Virtual Machine. The last scheduling i.e. scheduling the jobs to the 
virtual machine is added to RSDC which takes after scheduling jobs to the virtual machine 
and actualized. 
3.2 Assumptions 
The Assumptions behind my proposed procedures are: 
Static Implementation:  
 The cloud is a private cloud having less number of VMs. 
 At runtime no more cloudlets too assets are included i.e., a static domain.  
 The jobs can be either scheduled prior to VMs or to the VMs. 
Dynamic Implementation 
 There is no security issues and shortcomings. 
3.3 Problem Domain 
The problem is to schedule or map the cloudlets to the Virtual Machine so that 
the overall turnaround can be slightest. 
 Let there be set of jobs C=t1, t2, t3 …  
 Let there be an arrangement of Virtual Machines V=v1, v2, v3 … 
 It is assumed that the environment is static and all the jobs are autonomous. 
 Output that which Cloudlet must be executed to which VM to have the least 
Turnaround time. 
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3.4 ARCHITECTURE 
 
Figure 3.1 Architecture of implemented VMs 
The service model is PaaS. 
H1, H2, ...,Hn. Are hosts and V1, V2…Vn are virtual Machines. 
3.5 Proposed Algorithm 
 Let there be a set of Jobs 
 Let there be a set of VM’s. 
 Scheduling Process (elaborated under this section). 
 Output will be the set of pairs of virtual machine’s and jobs. 
 Execution of jobs in VMs. 
 Turnaround time algorithm. 
3.6 Scheduling Process & Execution 
The job scheduling algorithm is given below. 
1. Take Job Length L & Processing speeds S & Storage Capacity of VMs C &deadlines of 
job D. 
2. Arrange jobs according to the length. 
3. Rank Jobs according to deadline & length. 
4. Higher the deadline higher the rank. 
5. Lesser the length higher the rank. 
6. Assign higher rank to VM having high processing speed. 
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7. Check whether the job will fit into VM’s storage capacity. 
8. If not assign it to the VM with storage capacity >= job length with speed next to the 
first VM we have choose to assign. 
9. Dead line is more preferable than length. 
10. After assigning jobs to VM’s we will follow RSDC and will calculate the turnaround 
time for analysing the algorithms. 
RSDC Flowchart [2] 
 
Figure 3.2 RSDC Flowchart 
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3.7 Generic Terms 
The generic terms which are used in this work as follows: 
 Set of VM’s& number of VMs 
 Set of Jobs: set of cloud lets in the private cloud 
 Waiting Time: time spent in the queue i.e., the difference between arrival 
time and the start time of job  
 Job length: Number of instructions  
 Power of VM: the storage capacity of VM 
 Dead line: time before which jobs must finish their execution 
 Turnaround Time: The time between the end of execution & arrival time.  
 processing time for each VM  
 request time for each process 
 acknowledge time for each processor 
 The final time of processing the Job. 
3.8 Techniques for Performance Evaluation 
For Static Environment 
 Implementation using C++ language under Linux platform 
 VM Environment. 
 Analysis of Algorithms 
For Dynamic Environment 
 Implementation using CLOUDSIM  
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Chapter 4 
 
4.1 Implementation in Static Part 
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Results and Analysis 
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Summary of Results in Static Environment. 
 
1. No. of jobs taken here is 100 
 
No. of VM’s Existing (TAT) Proposed  
4 5000.1 4250.09 
8 2600.09 2200.1 
16 1400.1 1200.1 
32 800.1 648.6 
 
Graphical Representation 
 
 
The above algorithm gives less turnaround time of each cloudlet. By utilizing 
this algorithm we can lessen the execution time of jobs. Else job coordinating is 
a NP hard issue however by utilizing these heuristics we can coordinate in a 
polynomial many-sided quality. 
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2. No. of VM’s taken here is 8 
 
No. of jobs Existing(TAT) Proposed 
50 1400.1 1200 
100 2600.09 2200.1 
150 3800.36 3250 
200 5000.1 4438 
 
Graphical Representation 
 
The result shows that the event that differs the quantity of jobs and keep the 
quantity of virtual machine consistent all things considered additionally our 
algorithm beat’s the existing algorithm. 
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4.2 Implementation in Dynamic Environment 
 
Summary of results in Dynamic Environment. 
1. No. of jobs taken here is 100 
 
No. of VM’s Existing(TAT) Proposed 
4 5000.1 4800.1 
8 2600.1 2512.1 
16 1400.1 1200.1 
32 800.1 648.1 
 
Graphical Representation 
 
The above algorithm gives the less turnaround time of each cloudlet. By 
utilizing this algorithm we can decrease the execution time of jobs. Otherwise 
job coordinating is a NP hard issue yet by utilizing these heuristics we can 
coordinate in a polynomial multifaceted nature. 
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2. No. of VM’s taken here is 8 
 
No. of jobs Existing (TAT) Proposed 
50 1400.1 1200.1 
100 2600.1 2512.1 
150 3800.1 3644.1 
200 5000.1 4800.1 
 
Graphical Representation 
 
The result shows that the event that differs the quantity of jobs and keep the 
quantity of virtual machine consistent all things considered additionally our 
algorithm beat’s the existing algorithm. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
5.1 Conclusion 
 
Most importantly portrayals, results make you feel that a decent scheduling algorithm can 
truly help to diminish the general execution time of the cloudlets which surely will help the 
cloud suppliers to draw in more clients. Our outcomes above unmistakably demonstrate that 
if cloudlets are offered brilliantly to the virtual machines than the general execution can be 
enhanced effectively. 
 
5.2 Limitations & Future Scope 
 
As this algorithm is tried for static and dynamic situations, this can't be utilized as a part of 
defective and security conditions. Therefore, it is vital to change the algorithm taking 
thought of broken and security conditions. 
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